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Outline of talk

Pulsar electrodynamics contains long-standing inconsistencies.
Why worry about this now?

Theory little use as predictive or interpretative tool for radio data.
We need new ways of thinking about the radio emission

Summary

I Vacuum dipole model

I Corotation (quasi-electrostatic) model

I Quasi-electrostatic model now untenable

I Electromagnetic/plasma model

I New features of EM/plasma model

I Conclusions



Vacuum dipole model

Pulsar electrodynamics based on two incompatible models:
vacuum dipole model & corotating magnetosphere model

Rotating dipole in vacuo

Rotating magnetized neutron star in vacuo
dipole axis at oblique angle, α, to rotation axis, ω.

Slowing down due to magnetic dipole radiation
Model used to estimate
B sinα ∝ (PṖ)1/2 & age P/2Ṗ

Intrinsically flawed as stand-alone model

I plasma ignored => no pulsar radiation

I magnetic dipole radiation at ω = 2π/P cannot escape

I α→ 0 on spin-down time P/2Ṗ (n > 3, n→∞ for α→ 0)



The fields in rotating dipole model can be calculated exactly.

Magnetic field

B(t, x) =
µ0
4π

[
3x x ·m− r2m

r5
+

3x x · ṁ− r2ṁ

r4c
+

x× (x× m̈)

r3c2

]
,

with ṁ = ω×m, m̈ = ω× (ω×m).
dipole term ∝ 1/r3, inductive term ∝ 1/r2, radiative term ∝ 1/r .

Electric field

E(t, x) =
µ0
4π

[
x× ṁ

r3
+

x× m̈

r2c

]
,

inductive term ∝ 1/r2, radiative term ∝ 1/r .
Radiative terms determine power radiated.

Inductive E emphasized in EM/plasma model



Corotating (quasi-electrostatic) model

Plasma assumed to corotate with the star: no justification given

Corotation electric field
E = 0 in corotating frame

=> Ecor = −(ω× x)× B in inertial frame.
=> Goldreich-Julian charge density

ρGJ = ε0divEcor = ε0[−2ω · B + (ω× x) · curlB].

Electrostatic assumption
Models have curlE = 0 due to either

aligned assumption (α = 0) or
assumed stationary in corotating frame

Scharlemann, Arons & Fawley ApJ 222, 297 (1978)

Neglect of inductive E unjustifiabe for α 6= 0

Problems
Electrostatic models violently unstable to temporal perturbations
Logical consequence of electrostatic assumption is “domed” model



Michel’s electrostatic model
Corotation is a “myth” Michel, Adv. Space Phys. 33, 542 (2004)

Electrostatic model => complete charge separation
=> domed model

Figure: Michel’s domed model & simulation by Spitkovsky
Spitkovsky & Arons Adv. Space Sci. Conf. Ser. 271, 81 (2002)



Maxwell’s equations

Terms in blue neglected in vacuum dipole model,
terms in red neglected in quasi-electrostatic model:

curlE = −∂B

∂t
,

curlB = µ0J +
1

c2
∂E

∂t
,

divB = 0, divE =
ρ

ε0
.

EM/plasma model

I start from the vacuum solution & add plasma

I plasma response theory => self-consistent fields



Electromagnetic/plasma model

Low-frequency response of a cold plasma in its rest frame:

J⊥ =
c2

v2A
(Jdisp)⊥ + σ⊥E⊥, Jdisp = ε0

∂E

∂t
,

∂J‖
∂t

= ε0ω
2
pE‖ + σ‖

∂E‖
∂t

.

Application to pulsar plasma

I v2A, ω
2
p include relativistic effect

I Alfvén speed satisfies v2A � c2 (for r < rL)

I conductivities: σ⊥ small, σ‖ large (& anomalous)

I => |J⊥| � |Jdisp|

Implicit assumption σ⊥ →∞ in corotation model is wrong



Implications of EM/plasma model: E‖

Including response in Maxwell’s equations gives[
∂2

∂t2
− ω2

p − c2∇2

]
E‖ = σ‖

∂E‖
∂t

.

Implications for E‖
I plasma-like oscillations develop
I => oscillating model Sturrock (1971); Al’bert et al. (1975);

Levinson et al. (2005); Beloborodov, Thompson (2007); Luo, Melrose (2008); Timokhin (2010)

I e± accelerated up to pair creation threshold

I effective dissipation due to pair creation

I mass loading by pairs saturates oscillations

I does not rely on charges from surface (applies to BHs & NSs)

pair creation occurs at phases of large-amplitude oscillations
not is localized “gaps”



Implications of EM/plasma model: E⊥
Including response in Maxwell’s equations gives

(curlB)⊥ =
1

v2A

∂E⊥
∂t

+
1

c2
∂E⊥
∂t

+ µ0σ⊥E⊥.

Implications for E⊥
I v2A � c2 and σ⊥ small

I => E⊥ almost unchanged from known vacuum value

I Perpendicular inductive electric field cannot be screened

I Displacement current � particle current

Inductive induced drfit

I => electric drift: vind = E⊥ × B/B2

I all plasma drifts at vind (Melrose, Yuen 2012)

I |vind| ∝ ωr sinα; all components, vr , vθ, vφ, nonzero

I compare: corotation motion vr , vθ = 0, vφ = ωr sin θ

inductive drift unjustifiably neglected in all pulsar models



New features of EM/plasma model

Magnetosphere is not corotating

I vind is incompatible with rotation at any ω

I can vind explain subpulse drifting?

I vind additional to any average corotation

Closed/open boundary

I vind causes flow between ‘open’ and ‘closed’ regions

I => closed/open boundary not well defined

Screening of E‖
I E‖ (but not E⊥) can be screened by charges

I screening can break down due to charge starvation

I unscreened inductive E‖ accelerates charges

Inductive magnetic field

I inductive term B ∝ 1/r2 important near rL



Importance of inductive B

Harding (2004): exact B for α = 60◦; circle is light cylinder

Inductive E & B must be included in pulsar electrodynamics



Conclusions

Vacuum dipole model revisited

I vacuum model almost unchanged by pulsar plasma

I inductive E⊥ => vind (intrinsically new effect)

I => magnetosphere not corotating

I can vind explain subpulse drifting?

I vind => plasma flow across closed/open ‘boundary”

I inductive B unjustifiably neglected

Large-amplitude oscillations

I E‖ violently unstable to temporal oscillations

I pair creation at phases of oscillations limits amplitude

I inductive E‖ screened on average (over oscillations)?

I charge starvation => inductive E‖ reappears

I => acceleration by inductive E‖ in putative outer gap



Coda

Pulsar electrodynamics dominated by quasi-electrostatic models
but quasi-stationary, quasi-electrostatic models are misleading

Models specifically exclude inductive E & ∂E/∂t
inductive E (curlE 6= 0) comparable with Ecor

& displacement current � particle current

In cosmic electrodynamics generally: no models that include
inductive electric field and plasma self-consistently
need to start with exact vacuum model & include plasma

Must use all of Maxwell’s equations
not ignore half of them (those involving ∂/∂t)

Electrostatic models are local, inductive model is global
e.g., EMF = inductive E drives current around a circuit

Progress in modeling pulsars
requires global electrodynamics be treated realistically


